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About this work and me:
●

Short (!) summary of my RMA thesis
ResMA Linguistics & Communication Science,
into clinical NLP. (One of two master’s theses I wrote this year).

●
●

Thesis written at Topicus, software company in Deventer
making software for the public sector:
○ Data managing for general practitioners (GPs) in the Netherlands → data access;
○ GPs and Topicus’ GDPR officer gave permission for this research: data was not allowed to
be out of Topicus’ servers.

●

Since mid-September, PhD candidate at the Free University of Amsterdam (VU) on diversity in
news recommender systems.

●

Want to contact me for questions or ideas about my current or previous research?
Email me: myrthe[dot]reuver@vu[dot]nl

Introduction: what is smoking status, and why extract it?
●

Smoking status:
○ clinically relevant, often written in free text of GP (SOEP-text);
○ roughly 20% of Dutch adults smoke (CBS);
○ in NLP/clinical information science usually a task with 3 classes (smoker, ex-smoker,
non-smoker) (Uzuner et. al., 2006)
○ or 5 classes (never, past, current, smoker temporally unknown, and unknown smoking
status) (Wang et. al. 2019).

●

‘Care Standard’ Tobacco Addiction 2019 (Trimbos Institute):

Problem in Smoking Status Classification Work
●

Small labelled datasets e.g. Uzuner (2006) → 502 EMRs, Weng et. al. (2019) --> 475
EMRs → especially not useful with neural models

●

Sparsely labelled → roughly 2% of the Electronic Medical Records (EMRs)’s
consultations has a recorded smoking status in our dataset

●

Mainly tested on ‘clean’ benchmarking datasets in the literature (ib2b 2006
shared task, Mayo Clinic dataset in Wang et. al. (2019)(:
pro: open data
con: not realistic in real clinical settings, small dataset

Our goal: overcome this small data problem and improve over simple,
rule-based models.

"How can we best automatically detect and classify the smoking status in
primary care patients’ EMR on the basis of the free text in GP doctor’s notes,
and overcome the small dataset problem?"

Important ethical and methodological concerns
Topicus was interested in finding all unknown smoking statuses in EMRs.
However:
We are classifying DOCUMENTS, not people.
These documents ≠ consistent or reliable representation of real-world people.
Also, some inherent biases leads to imperfect detection;
●
●
●

a positive smoking status will more often be recorded, leading to less detection of non or ex-smokers;
doctors will record the smoking status of certain patient groups more (e.g. chronic illness), leading to
any model’s bias towards detecting smoking status in this group;
absence of any mention of smoking in EMR does not automatically mean non-smoking for a
patient!

LITERATURE ON PROBLEM AND METHODS

Smoking status extraction & classification → working with small data
●

Kreimeyer (2019), systematic literature review: 46% of clinical NLP projects aiming to
identify and extract elements from unstructured text in EMRs still use rule-based systems,

●

A. Rule-based → regular expressions → used before in Weng 2019, Palmer 2019,
Uzuner 2006, reporting over 90% accuracy (!)
○ pro: this problem has relatively fixed vocabulary
○ con: not very flexible, cannot detect patterns not noted by rule designers

●

B. Increasing training data → weak supervision → SNORKEL
○ pro: works with rules, which works well with this problem, while also able to use training
data in a machine learning model
○ Wang et. al. (2019) claims to use it, but their paper only gives evidence of simple
rule-based labelling (?)

●

C. Transfer learning → BERT → fine-tuning
○ pro: language model already retains semantic information useful for classification;

SNORKEL (Ratner et. al. 2017)

● works with Labelling Functions (LFs), heuristics or rule-based labellers
● These can be optimized on a small labelled development set
● LFs are weighted in a LabelModel
● exploiting (dis)agreements between LFs → each LF as an independent labeller

BERT & BERTje
●
●
●

BERT (Devlin et. al. 2019): large-scale, pre-trained transformer trained on a masking task:
predicting context from words.
In this manner, semantic information can be retained, useful for newer tasks
We use BERTje (de Vries 2019), 12 layer Transformer model trained on Dutch Wikipedia,
SoNaR, and other data in a masking and sentence prediction task.

What is a vector representation?
Can embed words, but also documents
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DATA

Data & Preprocessing OF EMRs:
●
●
●

6 GP offices in the Netherlands.
Each GP office has 4 datafiles: PATIENTS, EPISODES, MEASUREMENTS (many different
smoking variables), CONSULTATIONS (SOEP-text).
943.757 consultations in 24 data files

Our preprocessing:
1. combining and filtering these 24 datafiles into one datafile
2. Normalization of EMR: only the last consultation that mentions smoking status
Smoking status: P1739 → 3 classes: EX-SMOKER, SMOKER, NEVER.
3. Filtering out duplicates and minors
Final dataset: 17.873 EMR representations
4. Data split: train (80%), dev (10%), and test (10%) split

EMR representation

Dataset: size and labelled sub-set

METHODS

Our comparison in smoking status classification
Compare:
●
●
●

rule-based baselines (based on earlier work + Care Standard);
BERTje;
SNORKEL + BERTje (larger training set).

Evaluation:
●
●

precision, recall, F1
confusion matrices
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Transfer Learning with BERTje: fine-tuning

Training process:
●

first: tokenize dataset with BERTje tokenizer;

●

add one linear layer to BERTje, predicting 3 classes (smoker, non-smoker, ex-smoker)

●

training: 3 epochs, learning rate: 0.00005
→ more epochs = overfitting (training loss lower than development loss)

Weak Supervision with SNORKEL - LFs
●

Started with 32 heuristics, mostly based on keywords based on earlier literature and the Zorgstandaard:
"""rookt --> third person present."""
keyword_rookt = make_keyword_lf(keywords=["rookt"], label=SMOKER)
"""roker --> noun smoker."""
keyword_roker = make_keyword_lf(keywords=["roker"], label=SMOKER)
"""was smoker --> past."""
keyword_roker_was = make_keyword_lf(keywords=["was roker"], label=EX)

●

LabelModel trained with 500 epochs, learning rate 0.01

SNORKEL: training a LabelModel

Interesting results LFs:
● of all ‘quit smoking’ medicines mentioned
in the health directive, only “champix” had
any coverage;
●

“roken” gave opposite result: the word
was more often mentioned with people
who never smoked (.45 accuracy) than
with smokers, which was expected (.19
accuracy).

RESULTS

Results: overall and in-class

Confusion Matrices (on the Test set)
BERTje

BERTje + SNORKEL:

CONCLUSION

Things we learned
○

real-world data is more complicated than shared task data

"How can we best automatically detect and classify the smoking status of primary care
patients’ EMR on the basis of the free text in GP doctor’s notes, and overcome the small
dataset problem?"

● Weakly supervised method works for some classes (SMOKING, NON-SMOKING), where
there is in-class improvement, but no overall improvement over supervised learning;
● Rule-based method → does not seem to generalize well;
● A model trained on general language understanding (BERTje) is surprisingly not very bad at
smoking status classification.

DISCUSSION

Research idea / theorizing / neat set-up and preprocessing / results

Tips, Tricks, and Discussion Points for a Thesis Research Project
● When talking with a company, always explicitly ask them if they have data, what is in the
data (is it actually useful?), and if they can share it relatively quickly .
→ Don’t be afraid to speak up about this: without the data there is no thesis, and there are (usually)
always other options within or outside the company!
● When working with complicated data, take time for pre-processing but also reserve time for
analyses.
→ My work could have been more interesting if I had left more time for extensive analyses of my results at the
end. Deep thinking > Deep learning!

● It’s very normal to still learn new things during your thesis, but don’t bite off more than
you can chew.
→ I learned many new things during my thesis (about language models, BERT, and SNORKEL). Working with
BERTje was something I really wanted to learn, and the thesis is a learning opportunity as well! However, don’t
over-commit yourself in complicated models or analyses (again, Deep Thinking > Deep Learning).

● Dare to choose one thing, and focus on it.
→ My thesis suffered from me wanting to do it all: SNORKEL, BERTje, several baselines…

Important to consider when working in clinical NLP or any sensitive
human-centered data:
●

Clinical NLP is a very specific domain. When working in specific domains, it is important to
listen to experts about the data, the research question, and the domain.
→ I didn’t do this enough, because due to COVID I could not interview or visit GPs.

●

Also: data is made in a context and with a goal. It is important to research that context, and
see whether your aim and research question makes sense for that context.
→ This data was not made for predicting smoking status, and is thus imperfect.

●

Always ask yourself as well as your supervisor whether you feel comfortable with doing the
research, and what the implications could be.
→ I had some ethics qualms about reasoning about PEOPLE based on EMRs.

●

Be honest when the company asks you whether you think a system you built should be
deployed. Systems influencing humans can affect real lives in not-so-positive ways!
→ I could see negative use-cases, such as the models being used by insurers (?), or inferring all kinds of
information from it which is not immediately in the model or training purpose.
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